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Hello all!
 
A li�le more equilibrium this week and certainly it was a busy one!
 
Lots going on!
 
The biggest news is that the RFP for the next five years (2021-2026) of the RML was released. The interes�ng part is that
NLM has reduced the number from 8 to 7. And there have been some big changes and they have a major effect on us.
The southern part of our region from South Carolina south is now a new region. The two western regions in LA and
Sea�le have been combined and some states shi�ed. The northern part of our region has been combined with
Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Delaware, and New Jersey as a new region. This means we will be compe�ng with the University
of Pi�sburgh to become the regional medical library Region 1 headquarters. We have never had to compete for a contract
so this is both exci�ng and scary. We will be working hard over the summer to write the best proposal ever and with all
the talent we have in the RML Office I have no doubt it will be great! We may be calling on some of you to help. Please
give us a virtual hug and thumbs up when you see us.
 
Mary Ann and Lauren will be working this summer and beyond  as part of the Presiden�al Scholars team focused on
Health Literacy. Their exper�se will really enhance the project.
 
Hope you have been thinking about what you will be doing on the HS/HSL’s ini�al Day of Service. It’s really not a day but a
hope you will pick an hour on June 23 to do something good for the community. Calling it the “One Hour on the Same Day
Day of Service” was just too awkward. We are serving together apart. Don’t forget to take pictures and send them to Tara.
 
Our internal Diversity Task Force has started it’s work. We are working on a charge and ways to move the needle in the
HS/HSL on diversity, equity, and inclusion. Our members are: Amy, Anna-Marie, Gail, Steve, April, Chris�na, Na, Shanell,
Jason, Corey, Tara, and me.
 
If you are Zoom users I hope you know that UMB has developed some Zoom backgrounds for you to use in place of your
bedroom, living room – wherever you have set up shop. And I am pleased to say at least two of the images are of the
HS/HSL. Woo Hoo! You can find them here:h�ps://www.umaryland.edu/cpa/branding/zoom-backgrounds/  Show
your HS/HSL Zoom pride. Of course I haven’t done it yet but I will!
 
We got a shout-out from Dr. Bronwyn Mayden of the SSW in yesterday’s F2F with Dr. Jarrell regarding our flu clinic with
the SOP. We are s�ll planning on having one this fall.
 
And finally for all those missing out on vaca�ons and just missing being out:
 

https://www.umaryland.edu/cpa/branding/zoom-backgrounds/


 
 
 
Have a great weekend all!
 
Best –
M.J.
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